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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents experimental and finite element analysis results of eccentrically loaded carbonfiber composite booms that can deploy solar sails. Using the collapsible tubular mast design along
with the geometry from the upcoming Advance Composite Solar Sail System mission, short composite booms segments were manufactured for testing. New clamps were also designed to allow
a column bending test to achieve eccentric loading. As buckling through eccentric loading has
not previously seen much research, the geometry and composite layups were simplified to allow
for ease of manufacturing and verification. The work presented here shows that a finite element
simulation, using a new composite material model, can easily simulate the eccentric buckling of
collapsible tubular mast booms. It was found that composite booms with this geometry realize
two different buckling events. First, local buckles form near each set of clamps, and then a second
buckling causes a loss of structural support.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Solar Sailing

Solar sails are a next-generation propulsion system lifted from the pages of science fiction. Their
names suggest large structures for catching sunlight, able to sail the vast ocean of space. This
image might have been in the mind of Jules Verne when he described using sunlight to propel
spacecraft in 1865[1].
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, one of the founding fathers of modern rocketry, described one of the
first solar sails systems. He described the use of large thin mirrors to reflect sunlight and obtain
”cosmic velocities”[2]. The solar sail systems would continue to be described and championed
up to the launch of the first demonstration mission in 2010. The Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) would launch the first solar sail in the form of a small demonstrator craft, the
IKAROS. This spacecraft demonstrated the first use of solar sails and the first use of solar sails in
interplanetary space when it passed by Venus in early December of 2010.
After IKAROS’s successful demonstration, several different solar sail systems were designed and
deployed. In early 2011, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) launched
the NanoSail-D2, followed by The Planetary Society’s LightSail 1 and LightSail 2 in 2015 and
2019, respectively. These solar sail spacecraft achieved various degrees of success and have led
to a new generation of spacecraft. NASA hopes to launch the Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA) Scout
mission with the first launch of the Space Launch System (SLS)[3], with the next mission to be the
Advance Composite Solar Sail System (ACS3).
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Deployable Booms for Solar Sails

While Tsiolkovsky may have proposed using large mirrors to drive the solar sail system, modern systems work via a reflective deployable thin-film structure. This film can be manufactured
from a variety of materials. Examples include a 7.5 µm thick sheet of polyimide film[4] used
with the IKAROS spacecraft and a thin film called CP-1 used during the NanoSail-D2 mission.
This film was harvested from an earlier NASA demonstrator called the In-Space Propulsion (ISP)
Technology Program[5]. In addition, LightSail 1 and 2 used a third type of material for the sail,
Mylar. These materials have several properties in common; lightweight, high reflectivity, and can
be manufactured thinly.
Their reflectivity is key to solar sails providing the most significant amount of thrust possible. The
property increases the change in momentum between the sail and sunlight, which produces all
thrust for the spacecraft. The amount of generated thrust is proportional to the surface area of the
sail, requiring the surface area of solar sails to be many times greater than the size of the spacecraft
it is propelling. An example of this is the upcoming NEA Scout mission which uses an 86 m2 sail
to drive a 6U cubesat[6].
Because of the size requirement of solar sails, these structures must be packaged for launch. When
in space, a deployment mechanism is used to expand and tighten the sail. Presently, two different
deployment systems have been used, a spin system and a boom system. The spin deployment
system uses centrifugal force to expand the sail; this method was used with the IKAROS mission.
The boom-based system uses a self-deploying structure to expand the sail system. Booms were
first used on the NanoSail-D2 mission and have continued through LightSail missions and will be
used on the upcoming NEA Scout and ACS3 missions.
Over the decades, several types of booms have been designed and used on spacecraft. These
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include the Storable Extendible Tubular Member (STEM), Truss, Triangular Rollable and Collapsible (TRAC), and Collapsible Tubular Mast (CTM)[7]. Presently, only the TRAC booms have
been used to deploy solar sails, while the CTM style of booms are planned to be used on future
solar sail missions.
The Air Force Research Laboratory designed the TRAC boom, which features two C-shaped
curved sections joined along a single edge. This design offers a highly efficient packaging ratio, as the structure can be flattened and coiled around a cylindrical core. The open cross-sectional
design offset these advantages, allowing for a low torsional stiffness[8]. The problems faced with
TRAC booms are corrected through the use of CTM booms. This design uses two thin biconvexshaped shells boned at their edges. The switch to CTM booms will be seen in the upcoming ACS3
mission.
Traditionally TRAC booms used for solar sail missions have been manufactured with metallic
alloys. This tradition continues with the upcoming NEA Scout mission, which will use the same
stainless steel booms as the former NanoSail-D2 mission[9]. Unfortunately, metallic alloys have
several drawbacks for use in spacecraft, chief among these are weight per unit mass and thermal
expansion. A review of the NEA Scout mission cited a weight saving of 1kg was possible if the
metallic booms could be changed to composites. This weight saving would even be possible after
adopting the spacecraft to use the larger cross-section composite boom would require.

Problem Statement

As solar sails require the largest surface areas available for the best efficiency, buckling of deployed
booms becomes a severe problem. This issue has already been observed in one of the booms of
the LightSail 2 mission. While this problem did not severely impact the spacecraft or sail, the
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requirement for solar sails will grow larger with each mission. This requirement will increase the
potential for severe failures from buckling of booms grow. One of the ways to help mitigate this
problem is with the shift to composite materials, which can be stiffer than the present, metallic
TRAC booms in use currently.
Unfortunately, composites are not without their problems. Advanced composites are still a relatively less understood material; therefore, much of the work currently done is based on a trial
and error approach. One way to reduce the effort of designing and manufacturing multiple test
products is through the use of finite element analysis (FEA) simulations. FEA methods allow for
the ability to predict the behavior of a boom within a set of constraints and assumptions. As FEA
simulations are a computational answer, they allow for rapid iteration over ideas without having to
manufacture and physically test each iteration.
There has been previous research on the technology of carbon-fiber composite booms. Much of
the research attempts to build an FEA model, while other works on trying to characterize the boom
in different regimes. One of the most extensive sets of research was conducted by Pellegrino, and
Leclerc [10], who manufactured, modeled, and tested composite TRAC booms for space structures.
While Stanciulescu et al. [11] viewed solar sail booms as slender beams, using beam elements in
the FEA model and comparing the results to isogrid methods. A unique approach to their research
was the assumption that buckling is an operational configuration verse the standards approach that
buckling is a structural failure. This view could allow for lighter designs and guarantee that solar
sails remain in tension. Research by Jia et al. [12] showed work on the design space for CTM
booms for the structural stability in pure bending. This work compared the bending resistance
between two styles of CTMs and an optimal TRAC boom.
While the above examples show the present work that has been done in the field, this work focuses
on the extension of TRAC booms into composites, general beam assumptions for booms with
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complex geometry, or pure bending for CTM-based booms. Current work has not researched the
case of buckling caused via eccentric loading for CTM booms. The work presented in this thesis
shows the manufacturing, experimentation, and FEA modeling of a composite boom using the
CTM design. This design was picked because the first composite booms will use this design.
In addition, the presented work focuses on geometry as an important factor, something previous
research has not focused on before.
Several decisions were made to facilitate the experiments and simulations. First, to avoid issues
with contact in the simulations, a simple FEA model based on only one biconvex shell was developed and verified with experimentation. All booms were manufactured as a 3-ply composite,
with each ply having a ±45 degree fiber orientation. The number of plies chosen was to replicate a
general composite for use in a space application. At the same time, the fiber orientation was picked
to create the most compliant composite to facilitate modeling and experimentation.
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CHAPTER 2: COLLAPSIBLE TUBULAR MAST

This chapter covers the details of the physical composite materials and boom manufacturing. The
cross-section geometry is covered first, followed by the materials that comprise the composite, and
ends with an overview of the manufacturing process.

Cross-Section Geometry

For this thesis, the biconvex shell geometry of the ACS3 mission was selected, allowing the results
to have a real-world analog. The shell is a symmetric, biconvex shape with three distinct sections. Figure 2.1 shows the complete geometry and close-ups of the three sections, along with the
nomenclature used to address each section. The webs are a 4.5mm wide horizontal area. Bonded
to the webs is the inner radius section, which has a 12mm radius and 90-degree curve. Finally,
a single outer radius section joins the two inner radius sections. This final section consists of a
26.38mm radius with a 180-degree curve. An aluminum mold with an inverted cutout was used to
manufacture the boom sections. This mold has a total length of 400mm with the cutout running
through the entire length.

Materials

The composite consists of multiple layers of prepreg sheets of carbon fiber composites. For clarity,
prepregs are sheets of composite filler impregnated with the matrix and partially cured. These
sheets allow for easy and quick assembly of parts, as the sheets can be cut and molded without
the need to add a matrix. In addition, since the matrix is already applied, prepregs have a heavily
reduced chance of changes in fibers orientation.
6

Figure 2.1: Abaqus Sketch and Close-up of Sections

For the boom, prepreg sheets are M30s carbon fiber woven in a plain-weave pattern to produce
mats. This pattern has each orthogonal fiber rise above the first fiber it approaches and drops
below the next fiber, repeating this pattern until the end. This pattern provides a strong yet flexible
fabric with continuous fibers in two orthogonal orientations.
The epoxy matrix used in the composites consists of PMT-F7. The epoxy is a very high modulus resin, with high glass transition temperature and being space qualified. The elastic material
properties for the fibers and epoxy are presented in table 2.1 and table 2.2 respectively.
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Table 2.1: Elastic Properties for M30S Carbon Fibers
Tow Properties
Longitudinal Stiffness E1
Transverse Stiffness E2
Shear Stiffness G12 = G13
In-plane Shear Stiffness G23
Poisson’s ratio
Poisson’s ratio

Units
294000 N/mm2
29148
N/mm2
11310 N/mm2
10000 N/mm2
0.25
ν12 = ν13
0.46
ν23

Table 2.2: Plane Stress Compliance Tensor for 3-layers Carbon Fiber in 45° Orientation
Epoxy Properties
Young’s Modulus
Poisson’s ratio

Units
2561.4 MPa
0.36

Manufacturing

The manufacturing process consists of three phases; molding, curing, and finally, post-processing
of the boom section. First, a hand layup technique with a vacuum bagging method was employed
to manufacture the composites. Next, the boom segments were cured and cooled in a digitally
controlled industrial oven.
The molding phase starts with cutting three sections of prepreg, more expansive than the flattened
dimension of the cross-section and slightly longer than the desired finished length. Each section
was cut with a ±45 degree orientation to the fibers. Next, the mold was cleaned, and the first layer,
often called a ply, was placed in the mold. A small amount of high-temperature tape was used to
secure the layer and encourage the initially flat sheet to conform to the curvatures. Next, each ply
was applied directly to the previous, with the same steps repeated, until all three plys were secured.
During the layup process, a metal tube with approximately the same diameter as the outer radius
8

was also used to help mold the sheets into the curvatures in the first manufacturing attempt. Subsequent attempts were helped with former boom sections, allowing for quicker manufacturing and
a more accurate fit of the plys.
Next, a perforated peel ply was placed on top of the composite and secured with high-temperature
tape. Next, the mold was wrapped in breather material, which also acts as a bleeder layer. Finally,
a vacuum bag was constructed around the mold, along with two ports. These ports allow for a
vacuum to be drawn and measured. Once the bag was confirmed to be free of leaks, maximum
vacuum pressure was drawn and held for approximately five minutes to verify the bag’s integrity.
From here, the bag was placed inside a digitally controlled over, and the maximum vacuum pressure was drawn and checked one final time. Once a proper vacuum was confirmed, this pressure
was maintained, and the oven closed. Next, a four-hour curing cycle was started, with the composite being brought from room temperature to 180◦ C in the first hour. This temperature was held for
an additional two hours to cure the composite fully. Finally, the oven temperature was returned to
room temperature over the last hour.
After the curing cycle was completed, the composite was then post-processed. After the boom
section was released from the mold, the excess material was trimmed to the final dimensions, with
an emphasis placed on ensuring the web sections were the proper width. Once the boom had been
trimmed, a light coating of white spray paint was uniformly applied. When the white paint had
dried, a speckle coating of black paint was applied to the gauge length; this painted step allowed
the use of digital cameras to track the boom during the experiment.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTS

This chapter will review the experimental setup and the results retrieved from the experiment.
Firstly, the column bending test (CBT), used to observe and measure the buckling of a boom
section, will be reviewed. Secondly, the design and manufacturing of new clamps for use with the
CBT will be covered. Next will be a review of the digital image correlation (DIC) system used to
capture images and calculate displacement data from the experiment. Afterward is an overview of
the experimental setup. Finally, a review of the results of the experiments will be presented.

Column Bending Test

To produce buckling via eccentric loading, the CBT was selected. This experiment transforms axial
displacement into bending moments using a relatively short arm. This setup was seen as a close
experimental approximation to a potential loading condition on the boom deployment mechanism
of a solar sail.
Using a CBT on a boom was not the original design intent of this experiment. Initially, the
CBT was designed to characterize the bending behavior of flat coupons of high strain composites
through large curvatures. The CBT fixture consists of two main components, a U-shaped clevis
and a rigid arm. The clevis is attached to the testing machine and then attached to the rigid arm
through a pin, which allows the arm to rotate freely on a set of bearings. The arm is then securely
attached to the sample, with this setup repeated on the opposite end. Figure 3.1 shows an example
of the CBT experiment.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a CBT [13]

Clamps

The rigid arms on the CBT compromise two sections, the arm itself and a grip plate to hold the
samples. This arm and plate combination comes in two forms; an unbalanced arm, as shown in figure 3.1, and a counter-balanced design, where two grip plates are symmetric about the connecting
rod. The unbalanced arm design causes uneven loading due to gravity, while the counter-balanced
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Figure 3.2: Original Rigid Arm and Grip Plate

design eliminates this problem. Therefore, the experiments run for this thesis were with a counterbalanced design.
A redesign of the fixture was required to use the CBT with the undeformed boom sections. The
original fixture design available used a wide aluminum counter-balanced arm with a large grip
plate, shown in 3.2. This design works with the flat samples; the test was initially designed for but
would not maintain the boom shape at the arm.
Redesigning the fixture was accomplished with two goals. First, to maintain as much of the original
design as possible, and second, to design parts that could be easily manufactured. As the usable
sample area of the rigid arm was wider than the flattened boom section, it was decided to use a
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Figure 3.3: Two-Part Clamp

design that could be a drop-in replacement for the grip plate. This choice required that only one
piece of the experimental setup needed to be changed. Designing a replacement part that created
rigid boundary conditions for an undeformed boom required three different designs.

Two-Part Clamp

The first replacement design consisted of a two-part clamp, additively manufactured from ABS
plastic. The bottom plate used the original shape of the grip plate while adding the cross-section
geometry to the top surface. This addition extended from the front edge to the back screws. A top
plate was then designed with the same shape and an inverted cross-section. The top plate is secured
to the bottom plate with the boom segment in between. Both plates would then be attached to the
arm via four screws per clamp. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the clamp design.
This design was not without its problems. This clamp could not securely hold a sample in place,
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resulting in the sample slipping during testing and invalidating results. This flaw was a combination
of the print of the ABS plastic, producing thin ridges on the surface of the curve holding the sample
and the plastic being flexible and unable to apply sufficient pressure.

Acrylic Plate Clamp

The second design consists of a single block with a slot cut partway through to hold the boom
section. As this can be a complicated design to manufacture, the choice was made to slice the
block into plates. These plates could then be cut out of a sheet of material. The thickness of the
sheet would be used to determine the depth of the slot. For this clamp, acrylic was chosen, as it is
inexpensive, easy to cut with a laser cutter, and strong enough to be used as a clamp. Acrylic also
had the advantage of having sheets with thicknesses that allowed individual plates to align with the
screw locations.
As shown in figure 3.4, two different plates were designed. One plate contains a slot, which acts
as a clamp. The second design is a solid plate that acts as the backing of the clamp and gives the
clamp the thickness needed to be attached to the rigid arm. Both plate designs feature three screw
holes which are used to compress the plates together, so they act as a single block. Examples of
how the clamps attached to the arm can be seen in figure 3.5, with the front view showing the
acrylic strips placed over the screws and thinnest part of the plates. Pressure from the screws is
spread out through the use of these strips, which also help the ends of the plates act as a single
block.
As with the two-part clamp, this design is not without its faults. The most significant problem
faced with this design involves the post-processing of the composites. This design requires the
ends of the composites to be cut perfectly perpendicular to the center line. Thin-ply composites
are extremely sensitive, and a lack of any perpendicular nature introduced differential rotation into
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Figure 3.4: Individual Acrylic Plates

the part, resulting in the left and right sides having slightly different rotational amounts. The second
issue discovered with this design comes from the slot design. The thickness of the slot needs to be
changed for each manufactured boom section to ensure a proper boundary condition. If the slot is
too large, the clamp can rotate independent of the boom, adding additional displacement before the
boom starts to buckle. Even with these design flaws, this clamp fully allows the boom to buckle in
experiments.

Updated Two-Part Clamp

The final clamp design was based on the original two-part design with updates from lessons learned
from both previous designs. As the acrylic clamp could not provide a rigid boundary condition,
the choice was made to iterate on the original design and correct the flaws. This new clamp
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(a) Top View

(b) Front View

Figure 3.5: Acrylic Clamp

created a replacement that not only held the boom sections in place but created the proper boundary
conditions. This new design allows for a reusable clamp that produces strong boundary conditions
and maintains the undeformed shape.
This iteration needed to fix the flaws found in the first design while adding improvements from the
second design. Slippage was the first issue addressed. This issue was corrected by adding bolts
perpendicular to the clamp base and the rigid arm. These bolts span through the composite and
clamp, allowing for increased pressure to be applied to the boom samples and acting as a physical
barrier to stop slippage. With the addition of the bolts, the increased pressure allowed the edges of
the clamps to act as pined boundary conditions. The bolts needed to be inserted from underneath
the clamps. Therefore, each hole was countersunk to allow the clamps to sit flush with the grip
plate. This countersink was also designed large enough to allow for a washer to be added.
Next, the strips designed for the acrylic clamps were added to this clamp design. These strips
served much the same purpose as for the acrylic clamps, to spread out the clamping found provided
by the screws that attach the clamp to the grip plate. These strips also allowed the web sections to
be securely bound and the pined boundary condition to be kept throughout the clamp. The entire
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(a) Top View

(b) Front View

Figure 3.6: Updated Two-Part Clamp on Grip Plate

assembly of the final clamp design attached to the grip plate can be seen in figure 3.6.

Digital Image Correlation

During the experiment, displacement of the boom section was measured using digital image correlation (DIC). The DIC is a dual-camera system capable of calculating the curvature and displacement of parts, among other measurements. These measurements are achieved by monitoring a high
contract random speckled pattern that is applied to the part. First, each boom section manufactured
was painted with a thin layer of white spray paint to cover the black fibers, and then a random black
speckle pattern was applied.
For the experimental setup, the DIC system was set to take two pictures, one from each camera,
at a half-second interval. The cameras were set to view the area of interest for the particular
experiment. The boom was removed after the experiment concluded. Calibration pictures were
then taken of a square, with a known size and pattern, in the exact location the boom had occupied.
The software was calibrated using the pictures taken of the calibration square. Two different ex-
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periments had to be tracked with the DIC system to gather the displacement data fully. For one
experiment, the camera system pointed directly at the outer radius, and for the second experiment,
the system was pointed at the inner radius. The first experiment allowed the system to capture
most of the displacements and provide images of the entire experiment. The second experiment
focused on the location with the most significant structural instability. Although not all areas of
the images captured by the DIC system could provide accurate data, those areas that could deliver
accurate data were masked in the software. For the first experiment, this area was in the central
region of the outer radius and from the inside of the web section to the start of the inner radius.
Unfortunately, the area where the two radius sections meet is nearly perpendicular to the cameras,
resulting in the DIC being unable to track those areas. The second experiment tracked the inner
radius section unavailable to the first experiment. Both maskings can be seen in figure 3.7.

DIC Problems

The DIC system does not come without limitations. It is a highly effective system for capturing
displacement and curvature information, though an area with a high degree of curvature can cause
problems with the system. The booms’ geometry ran into this problem and required multiple experiments to be tracked. The high degree of curvature in the inner radius meant that one experiment
could observe the outer radius and the webs while a second experiment could track the inner radius. With the inner radius tracking, another problem was encountered. The significant change
in curvature caused the system to improperly calculate the edges of the selected mask, while the
central region, where the instability formed, was correctly calculated.
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(a) Masking of Outer Radius and Webs

(b) Masking of Inner Radius

Figure 3.7: DIC Masking For Displacement Fields

Experimental Setup

The CBT experiments were performed on an MTS Criterion Model 43 with a 5kN load cell. A
script was created to control the experiment that drove the MTS to compress the sample at a rate
of 0.1 mm/s to a depth of 8.5mm. Before the control script was run, the DIC camera system was
initiated, and initial pictures were taken. Once the experiment concluded, the DIC was stopped
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after ensuring pictures of the fully buckled system were taken. The experiment was then removed,
and calibration pictures for the DIC system were taken. The initial setup can be seen in figure 3.8.

Experimental Results

Two sets of results were collected from the experiment, one from the MTS system and the other
from the DIC. The MTS provided force and displacement over the experiment, while the DIC
provided point displacement and displacement fields for sections of the boom sample.
The results from the MTS were plotted as a force vs. displacement graph and show several exciting
features. Typically, buckling results would be presented with a moment vs. rotation graph. Though
the nonlinear bending of these booms makes converting the CBT results difficult, the force vs.
displacement is sufficient to validate the FEA model.
Figure 3.9 shows the force vs displacement graph for the final set of experiments. This graph
displays two instances of buckling, with the first being a local buckling event and the second being
the full buckling of the boom section. Before the first buckling event, the force and displacement
display an approximately linear relationship. This relationship becomes nonlinear after the local
buckling events occur around 60N and half an mm of displacement. This relationship continues
after the point of maximum force, at 124.398N, and continues until the full buckling event happens
at 3.5mm of displacement. After the buckling event, the force required to continue displacing the
boom drops instantaneously. Afterward, the force required to displace the section tends towards a
minimum force. This force is much less than required to attain the first buckling event.
The first buckling event is a local buckling at the web sections near the clamps. An example of
this can be seen from an image acquired by the DIC in figure 3.10a circled in yellow. For the final
experiment, this local buckling happened at 0.5mm of displacement with a force of about 60 N.
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Figure 3.8: Experimental Setup
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Figure 3.9: CBT Experimental Data

The second buckling event is a full buckling of the boom section, with the structural failure of both
inner radii. An example of this can be seen in figure 3.10b, where the buckling has been circled in
yellow. The DIC image of this event shows both inner radius sections invert, which start to act as
hinges allowing for the boom to be folded as it is displaced. This buckling happens in the middle
of the gauge length and corresponds with a flattening of the outer radius along with a widening of
the boom section as a whole.
The post-buckling response of the experiment can be seen in figure 3.11. The local buckles can
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(a) Local Buckling on the Web

(b) Buckling of the Inner Radius

Figure 3.10: DIC Masking For Displacement Fields

be seen on each web near both clamps. The fully buckled inner radii are seen in the center of
the boom segment. The light from the DIC system makes the left inner radius hard to see while
highlighting the right radius. Expansion of the midsection between the local buckles can be seen
with the widest section at the inner radius where the buckling had occurred. While hard to see, the
outer radius, between the buckled inner radii, has flattened and tending towards a flat plane with a
more significant change of curvature nearing the clamps.
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Figure 3.11: Fully Buckled Sample
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATIONS

This chapter covers the simulation, starting with an important step, the recreation of the experiment
in an FEA simulation. An overview of the model follows, including a description of the user
material required for accurate results. Next is a discussion of the problems faced in building the
simulation and the solution discovered. An overview of the steps used to complete the simulation
is next, and a mesh convergence study follows. Finally, this chapter finishes with a look at the
results of the FEA simulation.

Recreation of the Column Bending Test

The FEA model was built as a recreation of the CBT experiments. The entire boom segment was
replicated in the model, while the experimental setup was able to be recreated by two reference
points. These points replace not only the testing apparatus but the rigid arms too. In addition, the
clamps were able to be replaced with a rigid constraint between the reference points and part of
the boom model.

Overview of the Model

Before the boom segment was built in Abaqus CAE 2019, several assumptions were first established. These include perfect geometry and fiber orientation, uniform thickness and density, no
failures or fractures, and finally, only elastic responses.
The boom segment was built using the millimeter/tonne SI system. All models were started by
using a 3D deformable shell that would be extruded to the final length. The initial sketch replicated
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the cross-section shown earlier while applying tangential constants where two sections met. The
extrusion length was matched with the manufactured length for each experiment the simulation
was replicating. After the part is extruded, the three sections were partitioned and can be seen in
figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Abaqus Part with Partitions

Finally, the entire model was meshed using S8R elements with the 6 DOF option selected. The
S8R element is a thick shell doubly curved element with reduced integration. This element was
originally chosen because previous research found these elements to be more accurate than S4R
elements. For this model, S8R was used over S4R since only the former element would fully
converge and provide accurate results.
The mesh controls were picked early in the design and needed no change. The model is geometrically simple and does not require complex meshing or controls. Therefore a quad-dominated
element shape was picked with a free technique and an advancing front algorithm. This combination allowed for the model to have quad elements throughout without a loss of accuracy to the
curved locations.
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Material Model

The material models provided by Abaqus proved to be inaccurate with a plain-weave composite. A
new material model was used to overcome these inaccuracies. This new model can return a single
stress-strain compliance tensor for the composite part, with the tensor being shown in table 4.1. The
details of this new model can be found in the paper ”Viscoelastic modeling and characterization of
thin-ply composite laminates” by Yapa Hamillage et al. [14]
Table 4.1: Plane Stress Compliance Tensor for 3-layers Carbon Fiber in 45° Orientation
N/mm
41169.29 35345.92
0
35345.92 41169.29
0
0
0
22347
Abaqus cannot use the compliance tensor directly; therefore, a user material function was programmed, and four mechanical constants were implemented as a user material. Next, the material
was assigned to a composite continuum shell section with a single layer, and an orientation angle of zero was assigned to the entire model. This layer and orientation choice arise from the
new material model already accounting for the correct number of plys and orientation angle of
the fibers. To continue the material model, density was calculated for each experiment and was
generally found to be approximately 1.552 × 10−9 t/mm. The thickness for the composite section
was set based on the composite used, though all experiments were found to be around 0.247±0.02
mm. The thickness was calculated by averaging five equidistant points along each web. Finally, a
material orientation was established for the model where the normal direction of the material was
established along the y-axis, as seen in figure 4.1. The 1-axis of the material orientation was set
along the z-axis of the model.
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Boundary Conditions

The last 25mm of each end of the boom was partitioned to replicate the clamps. These partitioned
areas represented the clamped areas of the boom during the experiments and ensured the same
gauge length was present in the simulation as in the experiment. Next, reference points were
created to represent the test fixtures, specifically the pinned joint. In the Z-Y plane, the reference
points were offset to a displacement that matched the pinned joint found in the CBT. In the X-Z
plane, the reference points were placed along the centerline of the model. Figure 4.2 shows a
visual representation of the location of the reference point. Then each point was placed in a rigid
body constraint with their respective partitioned end to finish replicating the clamps. One reference
point represented the stationary lower experimental fixture, while the other point represented the
movable fixture.

(a) Side View

(b) Top View

Figure 4.2: Reference Point Location to Simulation Pinned Joint

After the fixtures were represented in the FEA simulation, boundary conditions were applied to
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their two reference points. The stationary fixture reference point was constrained in all degrees of
freedom except about the X-axis to allow for free rotation. The movable fixture reference point
had all by two degrees of freedom constrained, with rotation about the X-axis being free and an
8.5 mm displacement along the Z-axis. The movable reference point is shown in figure ??fig:RP.

Deformation Problem

The FEA model showed a sensitivity to assigned thickness, resulting in Abaqus having trouble
determining how the model would deform in the early increments. This problem would often lead
to simulations initially treating the boom as if it was under axial compression, commonly seen in
most step types. When Riks methods were attempted, the boom would initially deform properly,
only to change the bending direction while the compression continued. Except for the Riks method,
this problem only plagued the early increments, and when the full displacement was applied, the
model would be deformed as expected. The issue would also cause inaccurate results to be given,
often showing kilo-newtons of force was applied. Examples of the axial compression deformation
can be seen in figure 4.3a, while the expected deformation is shown in figure 4.3b.

Solving the Deformation Problem

Several methods were employed to solve the problem with deformation in the model. The first attempt was to use the Riks methods, as mentioned, but this failed to solve the deformation problem
even with additional forces or imperfections added to the model. Attempts at both dynamic and
static steps showed the same problems with axial compression instead of the proper deformation.
For both types of steps, imperfections were added to attempt to coax the model into the correct deformation pattern. Imperfections proved inadequate to the task, resulting in no change of behavior
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(a) Axial Compression

(b) Bending

Figure 4.3: Possible Model Deformations

when kept small and unpredictable behaviors when large enough to provoke a response.
Attempts were then made to split the simulation into multiple steps. The most effective showing
for this attempt was to change the boundary conditions on the first step. These new conditions
would rotate the end of the boom segment by one degree each. The second step would conduct
the compression of the reference points and finish the simulation. This attempt resulted in Abaqus
returning no force during the rotation and showing force starting at zero newtons with more than a
millimeter of displacement.
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The solution was found in a combination of the methods discussed. A two-step method and additional loads to encourage the proper bending were found to solve the issue. New reference points
were added to each web’s edge, and the gauge length’s outer edge was coupled to the nearest reference point. These new loads expand the boom outwards during the start of the model. It was
found that only a small amount of force was required to create the correct deformation, and for the
simulations, each load was set to 5 N. The loads and boundary conditions for the entire model can
be seen in figure 4.4.

Steps

Since this model was to simulate the static response of buckling for the composite boom, an early
attempt at a static general step was tried. This type of step does not typically work well for structural instabilities, and this model was no different. With a nonlinear option, the static general step
would converge until just before any buckling event would occur. One solution to this was to
run nonlinear dynamic implicit steps with a quasi-static option, as this type of step would fully
converge through the whole simulation. Although the static step was preferred to remove any
dampening applied, both steps produced approximately the same results from the start to the first
buckling event.
While a single-step approach was found to have problems with deformations, a two-step approach
not only solved the deformation problem but allowed for both static and dynamic steps to run. This
two-step approach also benefited from efficiently controlling the loads that solved deformation.
The simulation was first run with a nonlinear static general step for the two-step approach. The
described boundary conditions and loads were applied, and the simulation was run until the step
could no longer converge. Next, the simulation requested a restart, starting with the last iteration
that correctly converged. At this point, the loads were disabled, and the nonlinear dynamic implicit
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Figure 4.4: Boundary Conditions and Loads at Simulation Start

step, with the quasi-static option, was started. The same boundary conditions were applied, and
the simulation was completed.
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Mesh and Mesh Convergence

A mesh convergence study was also conducted to act as an initial validation of the returned results.
An initial mesh for the model was chosen to be at least 5,000 elements. This guess was picked
based on previous experience with models based on the CBT design and to allow for a fine mesh.
Once this was confirmed to converge and produce results to appear accurate, a convergence study
was attempted.
First, a set of global mesh sizes ranging from 10mm to 3mm were applied to the model and with
the maximum force extracted. The inverse mesh sizing was then plotted against the corresponding
maximum force to determine the proper sizing with the convergence results seen in figure 4.5.
Convergence starts to show at a sizing of 5mm, through the final sizing was chosen to be 3mm.
This sizing was picked for two reasons; first, models with a sizing below 3mm showed problems
converging, and second, meshes coarser than 3mm showed additional instabilities near the maximum force. The chosen sizing resulted in 4532 elements, slightly less than the 5,000 element
target initially picked.

Results

FEA simulations of the composite boom section produced results similar to the experimentation.
Firstly, the force and displacement graphs, as seen from figure 4.6, show two buckling events,
with the local buckling event at 173.232N. Then, the fully buckled event appears at 134.793N
and happens after the maximum force of 199.559N is achieved. Finally, after the second buckling
event, the simulation showed an immediate drop to around 48N of force and then tended towards
a minimum force required to displace the boom continuously.
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Figure 4.5: Mesh Convergence

When viewing the deformation of the boom simulation, the local buckling event appears in the
webs, near the partitioned clamps section, and can be seen in figure 4.7. The full buckling event
shows an inversion of the inner radius at the model’s midsection and an expansion of the model
near the event. These can be seen in figure 4.8. In both pictures, the coloration is only to highlight
the buckling events allowing their location to be easier to view.
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Figure 4.6: FEA Simulation Data

Figure 4.7: Simulation: Local Buckling of the Webs
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Figure 4.8: Simulation: Buckling of the Inner Radius
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CHAPTER 5: VALIDATION

Deformations

The first area to review for validation is the area of deformations. Figure 5.1 shows the experimental and simulation deformations from the initial local buckling, and figure 5.2 displays the fully
developed buckling. The local buckling occurs in both web sections and near the clamps for both
the simulation and the experiment. Simultaneously, both sets of full buckling images show the
inversion of the inner radius along with the hinging of this buckling, allowing bending to occur in
the boom. The full buckling also includes the expansion of the boom adjacent to the full buckling
sites.

(a) Simulation: Local Buckling

(b) Experiment: Local Buckling

Figure 5.1: Simulation and Experimental: Local Buckling
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(a) Simulation: Buckling of Inner Radius

(b) Experiment: Buckling of Inner Radius

Figure 5.2: Simulation and Experimental: Buckling of Inner Radius

Displacement Fields

Another area that requires review for validation is the full set of displacements caused by buckling.
Images 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show the displacement fields in all three axis after the simulation and
experiment has reached the fully deformed state. The images from the experiment generated by
the DIC camera system of the available masking as shown in figure 3.7. The masking only covers
the central area of the boom and does not reach up to the buckling present in the webs.
As the simulation and the DIC system use different coordinate directions, this thesis uses a common
set of axes for the explanation. The normal axis is that as seen coming out of the page. The
longitudinal axis follows the length of the boom, while the transversal axis is perpendicular to
both.
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For images 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, the DIC images are of the same experiment that the FEA images
simulated. Each pair of images uses scales that were set to the same number of bins and distribution
of values. This scale allows for the two sets of images to be accurately compared.
Starting with the normal axis, figure 5.3, both images show a very similar displacement field, with
the Y-axis of the simulation corresponding with the Z-axis of the DIC results. Here the outer radius
of the boom becomes flattened, and the inner radius inverts, causing the structure to buckle.

(a) Simulation: Normal Displacement

(b) Experiment: Normal Displacement

Figure 5.3: Simulation and Experimental: Full Buckling in the Normal Direction

The longitudinal axis, shown in figure 5.4 and corresponding to the Z and Y-axes, show similar
results to the normal axis. This direction shows little in the way of displacement, with the majority
of the changes showing the clamped sections being compressed.
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(a) Simulation: Longitudinal Displacement

(b) Experiment: Longitudinal Displacement

Figure 5.4: Simulation and Experimental: Full Buckling in the Longitudinal Direction

The transversal axis, as seen in figure 5.5, shows the expected similarity of displacements. With
axial compression along the longitudinal direction, the only displacements along the X-axis should
be from deformation and buckling. This deformation is seen in both images, with the midsection’s
expansion and the inner radius’s inversion driving the displacement. This is the expected result for
both the experiment and the simulation.
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(a) Simulation: Transversal Displacement

(b) Experiment: Transversal Displacement

Figure 5.5: Simulation and Experimental: Buckling in the Transverse Direction

Buckle Displacements

The last section reviewed the similarities between the displacement fields of experimentation and
simulation. While this establishes a strong baseline, individual measurements of key moments
provide a greater degree of certainty to the displacement validity. As both the experiment and
simulation end with the same displacement, the final buckled shape was chosen to be compared.
The displacement of the inner radius’s inversion and the outer radius’s flattening are compared.
As described earlier, the inversion at the inner radius was captured with the DIC system, with the
calculated displacement fields accurate in the central areas, while the outer edges are improperly
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calculated from the difference in curvatures. The simulation results were graphed on the same
scale as the DIC utilized, and only similar sections of the simulation are presented. As the boom
section is symmetrical about the longitudinal axis, both sides of the simulation show the same
results. The only difference to be noted is in the DIC’s transverse axis and simulation’s opposite
positive directions.
Figure 5.6 shows both the DIC and simulation results of the buckling of the inner radius, comparing
the transverse displacement. Here, the DIC system shows its issues with the curvature, showing
a divergence near the web instead of convergence, as seen in the simulation. It can be seen from
the figures that the max displacement of the experiment was found to be 15.8994mm, while the
simulation showed a displacement of 15.74mm. This difference is only 1.0076% between the
predicted and the actual.
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(a) Simulation: Transverse Displacement of Inner Radius Buckle

(b) Experiment: Transverse Displacement of Inner Radius Buckle

Figure 5.6: Simulation and Experimental: Full Buckling in the Transverse Direction

The normal direction of the experiment and simulation continues the trend seen with the transverse
direction. However, the DIC does not show the convergence problems seen in the transverse direction this time. Figure 5.7 shows the comparison between the actual and the predicted, again with
close results. The experiment produced a displacement of 25.782mm, and the simulation predicted
a displacement of 26.38mm. This displacement has a slightly greater percent difference of 2.29%.
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(a) Simulation: Normal Displacement of Inner
Radius Buckle

(b) Experiment: Normal Displacement of Inner
Radius Buckle

Figure 5.7: Simulation and Experimental: Full Buckling in the Normal Direction

For these comparisons, the longitudinal direction was not compared as the values found are relatively small and occur from the design of the experiment having a fixed location on one end. The
buckling occurs in the center of the boom section and would have no relative movement if both
ends were compressed.
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One further verification of the displacement similarity of the two systems is to compare the actual
displacement in the central region of the outer radius. While the center line of the outer radius still
has a slight curvature, both sets of the images in figure 5.8 show retaliative minor changes in displacement in the magnitude of 0.1mm or less. The simulation has a displacement of approximately
10.63mm, while the experiment shows a displacement of approximately 8.56mm. This area has
the most significant discrepancy between the actual and the predicted, with a percent difference
of 21.57%. While the actual displacements were different, both show the same shape of tending
towards becoming a flat plane.
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(b) Experiment: Displacement of the outer radius

(a) Simulation: Displacement of the outer radius

Figure 5.8: Simulation and Experimental: Flattening of Outer Radius
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Force versus Displacement

The final step presented for validating the FEA model is comparing the force versus displacement
found by the experiment and through the simulation. In figure 5.9, both of the force vs. displacements are graphed together, and several features are immediately apparent. Both graphs show
the initial local buckling followed by the maximum force and finally the full buckling. Several
differences between these events can be seen in the graphs.
The experiment does not show the drop in force as seen in the simulation at the local buckle event.
This drop was seen in earlier experiments but was not present in the experiment shown due to
the sensitive nature of the composite. The experiment shows the expected slope change at the
local buckling event, similar to the simulation. The local buckling happens at approximately 60N
of force and 0.5mm of displacement, while in the simulation this event happens around 170N of
force and 1mm of displacement.
The next feature to examine is the maximum force found in both the simulation and experiment.
Both simulation and experiment show a similar nonlinear relationship between force and displacement, leading to this event. The maximum force then happens around similar displacements but
with different forces. The experiment found this force to be around 124N of force, and the simulation predicted approximately 200N of force.
After maximum force, both graphs show similar nonlinear force and displacement relationships,
with the force required to displace the boom section lowering until the full buckling of the inner
radius occurs. The simulation predicts this to happen close to 3mm of displacement and 140N of
force. In contrast, the experiment shows this to happen around 3.5mm of displacement and 70N
of force.
After the boom fully buckles, both graphs show a trend of moving to a minimum force to continue
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to displace the boom section. As both graphs show this over a slightly different range, the slope
of each is similar, but the final trending minimum force is different. The experiment is trending
towards 5N of force while the simulation predicts closer to 30N of force.
Force vs Displacement of Simulation and Experimentation
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of Force vs Displacement Between Simulation and Experimentation

Differences Between Simulation and Experiment

Examining both graphs shows discrepancies in the maximum and minimum forces in buckling
the boom sections, along with some differences in the displacement of these events. Though the
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overall trend of both graphs shows a general similarity, along with the close geometric displacements shown earlier, it leads to the conclusion that the simulation is a valid model of a CTM-based
carbon-fiber composite boom. The differences between graphs are believed to be from the simulation’s assumptions compared to the experiment’s material.
The simulation assumes a perfect material with no voids, broken fibers, misalignment, residual
stresses, and many other potential issues. All of these problems are naturally found in real-world
materials. Also, the extremely thin nature of the booms leads to a high degree of sensitivity in
the composite material. Minor differences in thickness, misalignments of fibers, and even discrepancies in post-process manufacturing lead to noticeable changes in the forces and displacements.
While the experimental procedures and new clamps produce reliable results, the nature of the composite material produces similar but different results with each experimental run and with each new
boom section manufactured.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

This thesis has shown results for a carbon-fiber composite boom that uses only one biconvex shell
from the CTM design. These include the physical results of buckling via eccentric loading through
experimentation using the column bending test using modified clamps, building a simplified finite
element model, and the necessary steps to simulate eccentrically loaded buckling conditions successfully. Finally, this thesis also shows the simulation results to be valid compared to the physical
results.
Firstly, the new clamps designed for this thesis are a new prototype to allow for multiple testing
of the carbon-fiber composites with strong boundary conditions. This design replicates conditions
similar to those found using epoxy blocks to create boundary conditions on composites.
While the experimentation demonstrates that this design produces two buckling events during loading, the first event was a local buckle in the web sections that monumentally decreased the force
needed to displace the boom. The second event is the full buckling, where the inner radius is shown
to be the point of failure. Here the inner radius inverts on each side and becomes similar to hinges,
removing the structural stability the geometry imparts.
Finally, the FEA model was able to be designed accurately and simply. The model’s accuracy
was accomplished with a new material model for carbon-fiber composites and a two-step restart
procedure. A displacement and force comparison of the model and experiments was conducted to
validate the model.
The displacement fields were compared and found to be similar, as the simulation produced accurate geometric predictions. The actual displacement of the inner radius buckling event and the
fully buckled boom’s center line were very similar. On the other hand, the forces predicted were
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always shown to be greater than those found through experimentation. These differences are from
assumptions of perfect materials in the model, leading to the simulation to be a theoretical maximum of the forces for each displacement. The validation shows that the FEA model can be used
to provide accurate predictions for buckling caused by eccentric loading conditions.

Future Work

The thesis presents the first step in modeling buckling in carbon-fiber composites from bending;
there is still much work to be accomplished. Firstly, only equal sense buckling was tested and
validated, while buckling from opposite sense bending still needs to be tested, modeled, and validated. Next, both biconvex shells need to be tested as a whole boom, and the resulting FEA model
validated. Finally, the material model needs to be expanded to include viscoelasticity, plasticity,
and failure modes. Material defects should also be included in the FEA simulation.
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